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Hello everyone – first of all here is an update following our AGM held 

on 14
th

 June.  The following officers and committee members were duly 

elected: 

 

Chair  Avril Pattinson 

Treasurer  Rosie Munns 

Secretary Howard Eilbeck 

 

Maggie Butt, Maggie Bourgein, Alan Caig, Bill Pattinson, Angela 

Wallwork, Janine Warre 

 

 

We will continue to meet regularly, usually once a month. We welcome 

your thoughts and ideas –please keep them coming!  

 

 

Following the AGM Bill presented selected readings which Alan is 

considering for two Charity fundraising events -   we spent a very 

enjoyable time listening to everyone round the table reading poetry and 

prose before wandering across to the Globe for a nightcap!  All very 

relaxing! 

 

 

CHARITY ENTERTAINMENT  

Alan has had good response from members interested in taking part. 

He is now finalising the programme and will shortly confirm dates for 

Hospiscare in July and Scrapstore in September.  
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NOVEMBER PRODUCTION – Director Ian Potts 

        

Good news – we are now lucky to have Ben Beeson as pianist and MD 

for The Threepenny Opera -   to give you a flavour of the show, and to 

wet your appetites for the auditions, Ian writes:  
 

 

‘It sets reality to music.’  Kenneth Tynan 
 
‘I was aroused straightaway by the intensity of the songs.’ 
__Bob Dylan 
 



‘The most influential of all pop operas.’ John Rockwell 

 
‘The Greatest musical of all time.’  Jack Kroll 
 
‘The most wonderfully insulting music I have come 
across.’       Walter Kerr 
 
First performed in 1928, ‘The Threepenny Opera’ by Bertolt Brecht with 

music by Kurt Weill, was seen as something truly original and 

groundbreaking at the time and proved to be Brecht’s greatest 

commercial success. Based on John Gay’s Beggar’s Opera and written 

before Brecht adopted a committed  Marxist stance in 1929 ( he had 

started reading Marx in 1926 ), The Threepenny Opera’ is a satire of the 

bourgeois society of the Weimar Republic, set in Victorian England’s 

Soho. Brecht met Kurt Weill, a dissonant, contrapuntal neo-classical 

composer, in 1927 and they were to create a formidable partnership in the  

years to come. In a 1929 review of ‘The Threepenny Opera’ Felix Salten 

wrote,’..the young Weill’s music is as characteristic as Brecht’s language, 

as electrifying in its rhythm as the lines of the poems, as deliberately and 

triumphantly trivial and full of allusions as the popularising rhymes, as 

witty in the jazz treatment of the instruments, as contemporary.’  

 

‘The Threepenny Opera’ has a good mixture of male and female parts, 

young and old, with individual and choral singing. It is a challenging 

ensemble piece well suited to the talents of The Estuary Players and 

should be exciting and fun to do. I hope as many people as possible come 

to the auditions and that we have as large a cast as possible. 

 

Ian Potts   

 

 
 

We are in the process of applying for performance rights – meanwhile , 

Ian plans to hold AUDITIONS  on Tuesday 12
th

 July in The Globe 

Malthouse, 7.30p.m.  Look forward to seeing many of you there – it 

promises to be a great evening. 

 

Best wishes 

Avril 
 

 

 


